MOSES ROBINSON AND THE FOUNDERING OF VERMONT

By: Robert A. Mello

Moses Robinson may be the most important founding father you’ve never heard of! Superior court judge Robert Mello restores Moses Robinson to his rightful place as one of the most significant figures in the founding of Vermont and the development of its state institutions. 2014 \$34.95 PB

THE VERMONT DIFFERENCE: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE GREEN MOUNTAIN STATE

Edited by J. Kevin Graffagnino, H. Nicholas Muller III, David A. Donath, Kristin Peterson-Ishaq

Nineteen essayists, all of them leaders in major areas of Green Mountain life and work, discuss aspects of the Vermont experience that merit national attention and consideration, with beautiful images and engaging essays. 2014 \$39.95 HC

THE PROBLEM OF SLAVERY IN EARLY VERMONT

By Harvey Amani Whitfield

Vermonters have always been proud that their state was the first to outlaw slavery in its constitution—but is that what really happened? 2014 \$19.95 PB

UNCOMMON LAW, ANCIENT ROADS AND OTHER RUMINATIONS OF VERMONT LEGAL HISTORY

By Paul S. Gillies

The 25 essays collected in this book examine the foundations of legal thought in Vermont, historical issues ranging from log drives to keeping of sheep and blue laws, the state’s legal luminaries, and contemporary issues including ancient roads and Act 250. 2013 \$34.95 HC • \$24.95 PB

SEVEN YEARS OF GRACE

By Sara Rath

Grounded in the extensive collection of Sprague’s papers at the Vermont Historical Society, Seven Years of Grace is a dramatized account of the life of Achsa W. Sprague, who in the decade preceding the American Civil War lectured to audiences of thousands on Spiritualism, the abolition of slavery, women’s rights, and prison reform. 2016 \$24.95 PB
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New Publications

LILIAN BAKER CARLISLE: VERMONT HISTORIAN, BURLINGTON TREASURE
By Joanna Tebbs Young
The story of the late historian Lilian Baker Carlisle told with photos, news clippings and mementos of a long and well-lived life in her beloved state. 2017
$25.00 PB

GREEN MOUNTAIN OPIUM EATERS: A HISTORY OF ADDICTION IN VERMONT
By Gary G. Shattuck
It’s not just a modern problem. This is an exploration of Vermont’s struggle with opium and how it found its way into so many lives in the 19th and early 20th centuries via quack doctors, patent medicines, and complicit druggists. 2017
$21.99 PB

STRONG GROUND: MOUNT INDEPENDENCE AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
By Donald H. Wickman and the Mount Independence Coalition, with illustrations by Gary Zaboly
A well-illustrated history of the least disturbed site of the American Revolution, with observations concerning the site, its buildings, and the key role this fortification played in the years 1776-1777. 2017
$25.00 PB

SHAY’S SETTLEMENT: A STORY OF REVOLT AND ARCHAEOLOGY
By Stephen D. Butz
Discover the forgotten settlement hidden in the Vermont wilderness. Built by Daniel Shay after fleeing the uprising named for him in Massachusetts, this fortified settlement remained undiscovered until 1997. 2017
$21.99 PB

VERMONT STONES, ITALIAN BONES
By H. William Johansen
The story of Italian granite cutters who settled in Bethel, Vermont, working the world’s whitest granite into some of the most famous buildings throughout the country. 2016
$24.00 PB

PERSEVERANCE: THE LIFE AND WORKS OF PAINTER JAMES HOPE
By Donald H. Thompson and Carol L. Thompson
The story of Castleton artist Captain James Hope from his beginnings in Scotland through his service in the Civil War and his distinguished career as a painter of many famous Civil War battle scenes, as well as his beloved Vermont landscape. 2016
$15.00 PB

THUNDERSTRUCK FIDDLE
By Leslie Askwith
The remarkable true story of Charles Morris Cobb and Rum Street, the impoverished hill community he lived in just outside Woodstock, VT in the 1850’s. 2017
$17.95 PB

THE STOWE I’VE GROWN TO KNOW
By Chuck Dudley
Packed with fascinating photographs and stories, this is a book for any fan of Stowe. 2017
$29.95 PB

WOODSTOCK
By Frank J. Barrett, Jr.
A photographic history of one of Vermont’s most beautiful towns. 2017
$21.99 PB

Use the enclosed Order Form, Order Online at vermonthistory.org/shop or Order by Phone at (802) 828-1414
VHS Members get a 15% Discount! Contact Lisa Angell at lisa.angell@vermonthistory.org or (802) 828-1414 for the promo code for online ordering.
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Featured Books For Young Readers

ALEC’S PRIMER
By Mildred Pitts Walter, Illustrations By Larry Johnson
As a young boy born into slavery in Virginia, Alec Turner was forbidden to learn to read. Naturally he was frightened when Zephie, his owner's granddaughter, first offered to teach him, but she told him that if he learned to read, he could become a free man.

$15.95 PB

A LITTLE GIRL’S DIARY: LIFE ON A FARM IN RURAL VERMONT
By Alice Bushnell ed. Marcia Cowles Bushnell
This text is a copy and transcription of the diary kept by 7-year-old Alice Bushnell in 1911.

$12.00 PB

DAISY AND THE DOLL
By Michael Medearis and Angela Shelf Medearis, ill. By Larry Johnson
Told in Daisy’s voice, the book’s themes of identity and self-affirmation offer a powerful lesson to today’s youngsters who face similar situations of prejudice and stereotyping in twenty-first century classrooms.

$7.95 PB

SUSPENDED WORLDS: HISTORIC THEATER SCENERY IN NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND
By Christine Hadse, A look at the ambitious murals that served as the backdrops for decades of plays, concerts, and theatricals in New England. Winner of the 2016 Historic New England Book Prize. 2015

$40.00 HC

VERMONT MOMENTS: A CELEBRATION OF PLACE, PEOPLE, AND EVERYDAY MIRACLES
By M. Dickey Drysdale
Sixty essays that distill the essence of why living in Vermont is so very special. A must-have book for those who want to know, or be reminded of, the real Vermont. With a forward by Tom Slayton. 2015

$16.00 PB

SOMETHING ABIDES: DISCOVERING THE CIVIL WAR IN TODAY’S VERMONT
By Howard Coffin
The back-story of the people, places, and events during the Civil War, during which Vermont made such huge contributions and sacrifices. A town-by-town guide to people, places, and things relating to the war, with accurate directions for finding them. 2013

$35.00 HC • $24.95 PB

DO THE IMPOSSIBLE: MY CRASH COURSE ON PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS INSIDE THE HOWARD DEAN CAMPAIGN
By Kate O’Connor
A book for anyone who followed Dean for America during the presidential campaign of 2003-4, or just wants to know what really happens inside a presidential campaign. 2011

$25.00 PB

Gift Ideas

CHAMPLAIN VALLEY: THROUGH OUR EYES
By Free Press Media
A pictorial history of Vermont which includes a fine collection of historic photos from the 1800s through 1959. 2012

$15.95 HC

ALMOST UTOPIA
By Rebecca Lepkoff
An intimate photographic portrayal of a rural Vermont town at a moment in time just before paved roads and postwar development would alter its character forever. 2008

$32.00 PB
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Gift Ideas (cont)

NEW ENGLAND TO GOLD RUSH CALIFORNIA: THE JOURNAL OF ALFRED AND CHASTINA W. RIX 1849-1854
By Lynn A. Bonfield
A fascinating shared journal by a young couple who left Peacham to try their luck, as did so many other Vermonters, in California's Gold Rush. 2011
$45.00 HC

VERMONT: AN OUTSIDER'S INSIDE VIEW
Photographs By Edward L. Rubin
A large-format, lovingly photographed ode to Vermont's land and people. 2015
$45.00 PB

THE UNKNOWN ROCKWELL: A PORTRAIT OF TWO AMERICAN FAMILIES
By James A. "Buddy" Edgerton and Nan O’ Brien
A Portrait Of Two American Families is the personal memoirs of James "Buddy" Edgerton, Norman Rockwell’s neighbor in West Arlington, Vermont, for 14 years, and a frequent Rockwell model, as well as best friend with the Rockwell sons. 2009
$29.95 HC

Use the enclosed Order Form, Order Online at vermonthistory.org/shop or Order by Phone at (802) 828-1414
VHS Members get a 15% Discount! Contact Lisa Angell at lisa.angell@vermonthistory.org or (802) 828-1414 for the promo code for online ordering.

Calendar Of Events

Coffee with the Curator: Toys
December 7, 2-3pm • Vermont History Center, Barre

70s Exhibit Special Hours
December 9, 9am-4pm, Vermont History Center, Barre

Third Thursday: Lilian Baker Carlisle
December 21, 12:1pm, Fletcher Free Library, Burlington

Exhibit Opening: “The Art of Granite”
January 15, 12-4pm, Vermont History Center, Barre
Craft activities and first look at the new exhibition

MLK Day Program: "Still They Persisted: Immigrant & Community Solidarity in the 1912 Bread & Roses Strike"
January 15, 2pm, Vermont History Center, Barre

Third Thursday: Family Traits
January 18, 12pm, Vermont History Museum, Montpelier

Art of Granite Special Hours & Program in partnership with the Vermont Granite Museum
February 10, 9am-4pm, Vermont History Center, Barre

Third Thursday: Auto Racing Memories
February 15, 12pm, Vermont History Museum, Montpelier

Farmers Night Concert: Vermont Headstones
February 21, 7:30pm, Vermont State House, Montpelier

Third Thursday: Pavilion Hotel
March 15, 12pm, Vermont History Museum, Montpelier

VHS will be Closed: 12/25, 1/1, 1/15, 2/19 • Library will be Closed: January 22-February 2
Full details and more events on our website: vermonthistory.org/calendar
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Vermont residents add 6% sales tax

Residents of Brandon, Burlington, Colchester, Dover, Killington, Manchester, Middlebury, Rutland Town, South Burlington, St. Albans Town, Stratton, Williston, Winhall & Wilmington please add 1% local tax
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If tax exempt, please give exemption number: ________________________________________________________________

**Please Make Checks Payable to the Vermont Historical Society**
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If you would like to become a member or renew your membership to get 15% off merchandise, please go online to vermonthistory.org/donate or call Tori Hart at (802) 479-8516.